If I Were President Trump.....

I would be busy rounding up the perpetrators of the Scamdemic, trying them under the Military Code of Justice as corporate Officers, and punishing them, with full public knowledge of the causes and results.

The modern bureaucracy thoroughly underestimates the power of punishment for crimes and the impact that the punishment of even one famous monster like Bill Gates will have on the rest of the perpetrators.

They've been laughing at and killing "the Sheep" that the President is responsible for protecting, lying to his Administration, and promoting a form of blackmail in that the U.S. Military developed the technology responsible for the infection and could conceivably be held accountable for the damage caused by its misapplication and "escape" to the general public.

Thank God for the Italians being less gullible and compliant. They have isolated the bacteria responsible --- not a virus at all --- and developed a simple responsible treatment protocol that works: aspirin and antibacterial meds.

This is how China was able to recover so quickly after the initial disaster at Wuhan and also how the Italians are very quickly regrouping.

And now we get down to the nitty-gritty of those who plotted to "unleash" this entire fake narrative and profit themselves from it.

And what is to be done with them?

Obviously, Fauci, Gates, and Birx are complicit, as well as senior members of the World Health Organization. Thanks to their admissions placarded on the new Twenty Pound Notes issued by Westminster, we can also be sure that the Pirbright Institute and Wellcome Trust and numerous subsidiaries financed and informed by these monsters including the Gilead researchers in Israel are implicated, too.

The CCP quickly cremated the bodies in China, and would not allow examinations of the dead bodies in most of the world.

When doctors disobeyed the World Health Organization, and did examinations, this is what they found.

ITALY: THE CURE FOR CORONAVIRUS IS FINALLY FOUND

The Italian doctors disobeyed the WHO world health law not to make an autopsy on the death of those suspected to have the coronavirus. They found that it is not a VIRUS but a BACTERIA that causes death. This bacteria causes blood clots and the patient to die.
Italy beats the so-called Covid-19, which is nothing but “disseminated intravascular coagulation” (Thrombosis).

The way to fight the coronavirus, that is to say, cure it, is with “antibiotics, anti-inflammatories, and anticoagulants”. ASPIRIN, indicating that this disease has been poorly treated.

This sensational news to the world was produced by Italian doctors by performing autopsies on corpses produced by the Covid-19.

“Something else, according to Italian pathologists. “The ventilators and the intensive care unit were never needed.”

Thus, in Italy, the change of protocols began,
Source: Italian Ministry of Health.

SHARE THAT THE WHOLE WORLD KNOWS THAT WE HAVE BEEN DECEIVED AND HAVE KILLED OUR ELDERLY PEOPLE !!! @ italiarevelacurardelcovid19.